
IMPROVED WALK GRADINGS FOR THE GBC 

Introduction: 

For the Geelong Bushwalking Club (GBC), walks are described so that potential walkers can decide if a walk is 
suitable for them.  This decision is clearly connected to risk management for both the Club and the 
nominated walk leader.  It is also important for potential walkers’ enjoyment. When they join a walk, Club 
members should have a reasonable idea of what to expect and reasonable confidence that the walk is 
neither too demanding nor too easy for them.  

While the correct “Grading” of a walk is a key part of a walk description, it is insufficient on its own. So that 
they are fit for purpose, grading descriptions need to be accurate, unambiguous, and allow meaningful 
comparisons between different walks.  

Concerns around the current GBC walk grading system have been raised by several walk leaders as part of 
the risk management workshops. Currently, there’s no consistent way to discriminate between some of the 
walk descriptions used, which means they add little practical value eg. Easy/Family and Easy.   In addition, 
most walks – covering many very different walking experiences -  are being graded as “medium”, with little 
information provided as to what will actually be encountered on the day.   Lastly, distance - arguably the 
critical criterion – is used for some but not all the grades, and many of the terms used to describe a grade – 
such as ‘moderate’, ‘light’, ‘limited’, ‘steeper’, ‘longer’, and ‘fitness’ are undefined.   

To address these concerns, it is proposed that the walk grades are revised to simplify the assignment of a 
walk to a grade.  In particular, expanded, consistent, and more precise walk descriptions will be provided 
within each of the walk gradings to be used by the GBC.  

Background: 

Each of the grading systems available below rely on various means to assess a walk’s challenges, including 
the route, distance, necessary experience, physical fitness, and health.  They all rely on the technical grading 
to carry a major part of the burden of describing a walk.   

1. Australian Walking Track Grading System (voluntary) 

The aim of the Australian Walking Track Grading System is to encourage people who are not regular or 
confident bushwalkers to get out there and give it a go. It is specifically designed to assist less experienced or 
entry level walkers to find tracks suitable to their skill level. Under this system, walking trails are graded on a 
difficulty scale from grades one to five. 

In March 2011 the Council of Bushwalking Australia endorsed the Australian Walking Track Grading System. 
However, under this system nearly all GBC walks would be either Grade 4 or Grade 5, and therefore, in our 
view, the system does not offer sufficient discrimination for GBC’s needs.  

2. Bushwalking Victoria Grading System (offered by BWV as a guide only) 

Very easy: 5 - 8km in length, on formed tracks through level or gently undulating terrain. Typically, 8km 
would take 2 – 3 hours walking at a relaxed pace.  These walks should also be suitable for active children. 

Easy: 8 – 12km in length on formed tracks through level or gently undulating terrain.  Typically, 12km would 
take 4 – 5 hours walking at a relaxed pace. 

Medium: 10 -16km in length on formed or well-marked tracks.  May include short off-track sections and/or 
some climbs and descents.  Typically, 16km would take 5- 6 hours (walking time).  Applies to shorter walks in 
more difficult terrain and longer walks in easier terrain.  



Hard: 12 – 20km in length and typically involve walking on and off tracks through undulating terrain with 
sustained climbs and descents.  May involve rough terrain, thick scrub and/or rock scrambling.  Typically, 
20km would take 6 to 8 hours (walking time).  Applies to walks with a shorter distance but with difficult 
terrain or long walks which are less difficult. 

Experienced:  12 – 20km in length typically involving walking on and off tracks through undulating terrain 
with sustained climbs and descents.  May involve consistently difficult terrain, longer distances and/or 
require special knowledge and skills e.g. snow camping, rock scrambling, survival techniques, remote first-aid 
and navigation.  6 to 10 hours walking time. 

3. GBC Grading System - current 

Easy/Family: Day walks confined to tracks with a maximum distance of 8 km. Suitable for people of all ages.  

Easy: Walking mainly on tracks with not too many ups and downs. Distance is usually less than 10 km and 
suitable for beginners who are in good health.  

Easy/Medium: Moderate ups and downs, on tracks mainly, but some light scrub and forest areas off walking 
tracks. Distance usually 10-15 km. Suitable for active people with limited experience.  

Medium: Consistent walking required with moderate-to-steep ups and downs, medium scrub and forest off 
tracks. Moderate degree of fitness required.  

Medium/Difficult: As for medium but with thicker scrub, steeper climbs, or longer distances. Moderate+ 
degree of fitness needed.  

Difficult: Hard, consistent walking in difficult terrain, including steep climbs, heavy scrub and river crossings. 
Extended walks in alpine areas in this category. 
 

Elements of an Improved Grading System: 

There are four critical attributes which need to be included within a walk description to allow people to 
decide if ‘this is walk for me’. These are: 
• Duration (hrs or days). This relates to the fundamental questions of ‘When will I leave and get 

home?’ Duration should cover the expected start and end time, including both the activity and the 
travel to get to and from the activity.  

• Distance (km).    In combination with difficulty, quoting distance supports decision-making by walkers.   

• Grading of difficulty.  Any walk demands some mix of physical attributes from the walker.  In 
addition, different walks require different sets of special skills and equipment or elevated levels of 
physical and mental commitment and resilience.    

• Uncertainty. Some walks are more likely to present situations in which the potential for on-the-track 
problem solving or emergency management skills might be needed.  This attribute may not need to 
be listed for all walks. 

Recommendations: 
• Justification for adoption of the revised GBC grading system should be provided to members 
• A standard template should be provided to walk leaders for completion, including - 

Name of Walk: 
Location: 
Duration: 
Distance: 
Grading: (according to the Table 1 below) 
Description: A brief description of the walk including those 
aspects that led to its grading.   



Table 1. Revised GBC Walk Gradings (aligned with BWV terminology) 

 
Grading  Definition of grade 

Family 

 
The track will be a prepared surface with few if any steps and no steep grades. It is suitable for 
strollers and prams. There are very few unknowns and very little uncertainty. Examples are 
Eastern Beach to Rippleside, Barwon River Walk 
 

Very Easy 

 
The track will a prepared surface with few if any steps and no steep grades. There are very few 
unknowns and very little uncertainty. Examples are Kalimna Falls from Sheoak Picnic Ground, 
You Yangs Branding Yard Trail, Cherry Tree Creek Circuit 
 

Easy  

 
The track will have a prepared surface possibly with steps and some steep grades. There are few 
unknowns and little uncertainty.  Examples are Sheoak Falls, Henderson Falls, Kalimna Falls 
from GOR,   You Yangs - Flinder Peak Trail. 
 

Medium  

 
Suitable for regular walkers.   Tracks may have sections with rough surfaces, steep hill sections 
and sustained climbs. Creek crossings may have to be negotiated and rock scrambling may be 
involved.  Uncertainties relate to track conditions but are minor and easily provided for.   The 
Werribee and Ironbark Gorge Circuit, Milenesia Track to The Gables, Allambee Beek, and 
Lerderderg East Walk are examples.   
 

Hard  

 
Requires good aerobic fitness and / or agility for safety and enjoyment.  Sections of the tracks 
may be footpads marked by wear and may be indistinct or very rough, steep and overgrown.  
Some substantial portion may be off paths of any sort.  Sufficient agility to scramble or negotiate 
fallen timber and difficult river crossings is needed.  Occasional judgement will be required to 
assess best approaches to obstacles and routes through micro-terrain. Uncertainties relate to 
route conditions and choices between alternate routes. They may require judgement based on 
experience.  The Lerderderg Scenic Rim, Allambee Beek including Black Velvet Falls, and Four 
Falls Circuit are examples.  
 

Experienced  

  
For GBC, these are member- initiated activities that fall outside regularly scheduled Tuesday, 
Thursday and weekend walks.    High levels of fitness are required for safety and enjoyment. 
These walks are on routes rather than paths and will generally involve extensive and sustained 
effort associated with thick vegetation, scrambling or extremely steep grades. Specialist skills 
such as complex navigation, rock scrambling, snow and ice techniques or bush survival may be 
required.  Note that this grading may relate to extreme conditions as well as to extreme terrain.  
Uncertainties abound.  High country cross-grain walks, high country ridge walks in winter and 
bagging some remote peaks in the Grampians are possible examples. 
 

 


